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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, distinguished Government delegates, honorable indigenous 
sisters and brothers, 

I, on behalf of the Parbatya Chattagram/ Jana Samhati Samiti, the political party of 
the indigenous Jumma people of Chittagong Hill Tracts region in Bangladesh, would 
like to make the following intervention on Human Rights with special reference to 
the recent developments in the post-accord situation in the Chittagong Hill Tracts of 
Bangladesh. 

It is very painful that though the government of Bangladesh, in particular the then 
Awami League government, signed the Accord, but she has no sincerity to implement 
the Accord. The BNP led present coalition government is also following the same 
policy. As a result, though more than five years have been passed after signing of the 
Accord, most of the provisions, especially the main issues of the Accord, such as, 
formation of Land Commission for settling the land disputes, rehabilitation of returnee 
Jumma refugees and internally Jumma displaced families, withdrawal of temporary 
camps of security forces and military administration, preparing voter list only with the 
permanent residents of CHT, effective enforcement of the three HDCs and CHT 
Regional Council Act, rehabilitation of the Bengali settlers outside CHT and etc. have 
either left unimplemented or partially implemented. 

The government's Islamization policy is the major obstacle to the implementation 
process. This is why the government is following a double standard policy. On one 
hand, it has taken a delaying tactics of giving only lip service to the Accord without 
any further implementation and on the other, it is relentlessly going on with a vigorous 
Islamization policy very secretly. 

The Jumma people are still under military rule through the Operation Uttoron 
(Upliftment). Under this Operation Uttoron the army personnel can commit any kind 
of atrocity with impunity. In the recent past, they, in collaboration with the local 
administration and police and the Bengali settlers committed large-scale atrocities 
even during post-Accord period at Baghaihat, Babuchara, Chhotomerung and 
Ramgarh. The military authority continues to be final policy making and law 
enforcing authority in the CHT. So very often the military authority is charged with 
whipping up of communal violence against the Jumma people. Again, the military 



authority is aiding, abetting and instigating the Bengali settlers for the forcible 
occupation of more and more Jumma peoples' land. Even the military authority itself 
is acquisitioning more and more Jumma's land on one pretext or another. The Jumma 
people have no redress against this injustice. Further the military authority still 
receives over 10,000 metric tons of food grains every year for Pacification Program 
to rehabilitate more and more Bengali Muslim settlers as counter-insurgency-cum 
political measures. The CHT Accord stipulates demilitarization that all military, para
military, ansar and village defense forces shall be withdrawn. So far the government is 
not willing to do this. As an eye-wash, so far the government has withdrawn only 31 
less important army camps out of more than 500 camps. This is a clear violation of the 
said provisions of the Accord. 

Still the infiltration of the outsider Bengali Muslim settlers is continuing. So, the cases 
of illegal land grabbing by the settlers have recently come to a dangerous pass. The 
government civil functionaries with the active support of military authority are 
patronizing this expansionist program. 

Therefore, immediate stopping of new Bengali Muslim settlement as well as 
rehabilitation of all Bengali Muslim settlements outside CHT is a must. The Bengali 
Muslim settlers should be sent to their original homeland in the plains. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 


